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THEME

Interactive quiz about Human Rights and International Criminal Court
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CONTEXT

Kahoot is a free online game-based learning platform. Kahoots are best played in a group setting, for
example, a classroom. Players answer the questions on their own devices (smartphones, laptops or
computers), while the quiz is displayed on a shared screen to unite the lesson. It creates a ‘campfire moment’
encouraging players to look up and learn together. Kahoot promotes social learning discussion and
pedagogical impact.

GOALS

Raising awareness and knowledge about Human Rights and International Criminal Court
Providing the opportunity for students/participants to re-examine own knowledge
Interactive, whole-class involvement throughout the 45 minutes class
Insight into details and facts about Human Rights and International Criminal Court
Promoting social learning discussions and new pedagogical impact

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Students/participants are able to test their knowledge about Human Rights and International Criminal
Court
Students/participants are able to gain new knowledge and interesting facts about Human Rights and
International Criminal Court

MATERIAL & EQUIPMENT NEEDED

Laptop, projector, smartphones, laptops, computers and internet access.



Introduction - 10 minutes:
The activity starts with an introduction about Kahoot platform and how the platform functions. Before
starting this activity you can watch with the participants the JustNow animation movie about International
Criminal Court or take a look on the Timeline about International Criminal Law and Human Rights - because
all the questions made up for both Kahoot quizzes are set-up on the information which each participant can
find on both Timelines and the animation movie.

Quiz - 20 minutes:
The approximately time to do both quizzes with the participants is 20 minutes.

Discussion - 10 minutes:
After the quiz, we encourage you to have a brief discussion with the participants about the content of the
quizzes asking those following questions:

What did you learn?
Did something surprise you during the quizzes?
What did they find challenging or difficult?

Evaluation and follow up - 5 minutes:
At the end of the activity, you can connect the results of the discussion to the goal of the activity and
encourage students/participants to create their own Kahoot quizzes and use the platform as a new learning
tool in their workshops, classes or other activities.

Overview of activities (process)

Duration: 45 minutes
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SOURCES

All information about the Game-based Learning Platform Kahoot are available on the following website:
https://www.kahoot.com/

At the end of the document there are two sets of questions available for creation of your own quizzes based
on the inputs of the JustNow Toolbox related to Human Rights and International Criminal Court.

You can also create your own quiz with various questions for any other educational purpose.

ASSESSMENT & EVALUATION OPTIONS

The activity is designed to involve all the participants, actively, in its implementation. Some
students/participants might be more enthusiastic than others might, but all should take part in the
discussions and exercise.

https://www.kahoot.com/


HOMEWORK IDEAS

After implementation of this activity, you can encourage players to create and share their own Kahoot quiz
to deepen understanding, mastery and purpose, as well as engage in peer-led discussions.
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ONLINE IMPLEMENTATION

This activity plan can be easily transferred to the online education environment. The quiz can be played over
various online tools and with the option “share screen” the questions for the quiz can be displayed over a
virtual room to all participants, which can play the quiz on their devices. The virtual room can be used for
discussion, after explaining the assignments and its core steps. 

Questions for ICC Kahoot

When was the International Criminal Court
established?

1946
1992
1998
2002

How many States are members of the ICC? 158
All States world wide
123
95

Where is the ICC based? Strasbourg
Kampala
The Hague
Arusha

Who is the chief prosecutor? Luis Moreno Ocampo
Silvia Fernandéz de Gurmendi
Fatou Bensouda
James Stewart

How can a case get to the ICC? Referral by Secretary General of UN
Initiation of an investigation by the Prosecutor
Referral of a situation by a State-Party
Referral of a situation by the UN Security Council

Which crime doesn’t fall within ICC’s jurisdiction? Crime against humanity
Drug trafficking
War crimes
Genocide

How many people were convicted by ICC? 2
5
17
0
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Can the ICC impose the death penalty? No.
Yes, in exceptional cases.
Yes, but only for perpetrators from countries where
death penalty exists.
Yes.

What is the name of the treaty establishing the
International Criminal Court?

The Vienna Convention
The Rome Statue
The UN Charter
The Geneva Convention

What was the first State to ratify the Rome Statute? The Netherlands
Côte d’Ivoire
Senegal
Italy

What region has the most State Parties? Africa
Latin America and the Caribbean
Western Europe and other States
Asia and the Pacific

The International Criminal Court is a permanent? Tribunal
Council
Administration
Parlament

How many judges are in the International Criminal
Court?

14
15
18
21

Who is the current president of the International
Criminal Court?

Luis Moreno Ocampo
Silvia Fernandéz de Gurmendi
Fatou Bensouda
James Stewart

Liaison office of International Criminal Court? Washington
Rome
New York
Geneva

Questions for Human Rights Kahoot

When and where was the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights adopted?

10 March 1946 in San Francisco
10 December 1947 in New York
10 December 1948 in Paris
10 March 1949 in London
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Who was the first chairperson of the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights?

Charles Habib Malik
Franklin D. Roosevelt
Eleanor Roosevelt
John Peters Humphrey

Where is the Office of the High Commissioner for
Human Rights located?

Geneva
New York
Paris
London

How many articles does the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights contain?

25
20
30
35

How many members does the Human Rights
Council have?

35
47 
63
193

When was the Human Rights Council established? 1946
1948
1976
2006

When is Human Rights Day observed? 10 November each year
10 December each year
20 December each year
10 January each year

Which was the first country to allow women to
vote?

United States of America
Denmark
New Zealand
Switzerland

What is the most widespread violation of human
rights today?

Torture of political prisoners
Violence against women and girls
Discrimination against Indigenous people
Forced child labour

Which international peacekeeping organization
created the UDHR?

The United Nations
The World Health Organization
The World Bank
The World Trade Organization

Which of the following are human rights as declared
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights?

All human beings are born free and equal in 
   dignity and rights
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, 
   detention or exile
Everyone has the right to education
Everyone has the right freely to participate in the
   cultural life of the community
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What does UDHR stand for? Unprecedented Declaration of Human
Responsibilities
Universal Decree of Human Rights and
Responsibilities
Universal Denouncement of Human Rights
Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Where is the European Court of Human Rights
situated?

Strasbourg      
The Hague 
Luxembourg      
Brussels

How many countries have currently signed the
UDHR?

138
99
75
0

The content of these materials does not reflect the official opinion of the European Union.
Responsibility for the information and views expressed in the materials lies entirely with the author(s).

Who sets out international human rights standards? The International Red Cross
The governments of individual countries
The United Nations
Amnesty International


